
LSDP

1. Mode Of Transportation

2. Noun - Plural

3. Emotion

4. Person On Campus

5. Emotion

6. Celebrity Name

7. Celebrity Name

8. Personal Quality

9. Personal Quality

10. Activity

11. Activity

12. Exclamation

13. Adjective

14. Adjective

15. Unit Of Measurement

16. Name Of A Writer

17. Verb

18. Adjective
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LSDP

I finally arrived back at Eckerd after my Mode of transportation got delayed last night. When I finally got on

campus, I noticed that all my Noun - Plural were missing from my room. I was so Emotion , but

then I remembered that I had lone them to Person on Campus before we left. Once I got settled back into my

room, it was time to start getting ready for my first day of class. Today is the first day of LSDP and I am so

Emotion . My facilitators, Celebrity name and Celebrity name are really Personal quality ,

and Personal quality . They told us all about what were going to do in LSDP this month. I cant wait for

some of the activities they were telling us about like Activity and Activity activity. We got to do

an activity with tinker toys today and I thought, Exclamation , this tower is going to be so

Adjective . Turns out building is way Adjective than I thought. Oh well, I can write about that in

my journal. Journaling is going to be so much fun. I cant wait to get started. I am going to write

Unit of measurement of pages every day and write about all of the things that happened that day. I am going

to write so much that people will think I'm Name of a writer . Speaking of which, its time to Verb

back to my room to get started. Today was Adjective and I know tomorrow will be even better!
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